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despite the ever-changing fashion circles, but simple with the sex of the slide element in which as if never outdated. After all, for
clothing, comfort and easy ride is constant constant standard. At the moment this spring and summer transfer season, there is no any
Binet take a T-shirt, jacket a sweater easier appropriate dress. So for to skateboard brand in addition to the known as "the industry a
brother" supreme and rushed to fame of "rising star" palace, from the streets of San Francisco brand THRASHER is not ignored the
backbone. < p > play skateboard friends should know that THRASHER actually is the famous American skateboarding magazine
thrasher magazine's street brand, was hailed as the world's most manic skateboarding game "king of the road" is by thrasher
magazine sponsored. Therefore, THRASHER in style naturally followed the usual rough street magazine. In addition to the
introduction of their T - shirts, sweaters and other clothing items outside, THRASHER is also often associated with other like
supreme, HUF, challenger, etc. These Street brand of joint cooperation. "Magazine Thrasher" X SupremeTHRASHER< p > last year
and supreme cooperation can be said is Qiangqiang jointly, the joint series of single items including T-shirts, hoodies and jackets,
pants and. Also surprising is the cooperative pattern design of the protagonist is not "big brother" supreme, the thrasher logo font
logo than the supreme box logo also suction eye. X ChallengerTHRASHER< p > and Japanese street brand Challenger cooperation
are also derived from their love of punk and skate culture, street sense full pattern design is concise and straightforward revealed
strong American street culture. X HUFTHRASHERand HUF have had a number of cooperation, the two have the same skate culture
heritage of the brand to create a single product nature is particularly consistent with the board Tsai taste, street full of flavor. Just don't
dress, cooperation of two single product category rich, including footwear, luggage bags, fisherman hat, nunchaku these
accessories. < p > is a supreme have their most classic box logo, THRASHER single product design mostly by its signature letter
logo composition, which in the past two years, the most popular, the most absorbing eye to number have been numerous fashion
Daren upper flame font >
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